1. Introduction. Let <b and if/ be functions from the quotient lattices of a lattice L to a field of characteristic zero. By analogy with the classical Dirichlet product Ward [2] has defined (0 + f)ix/y) = 4>ix/y) + Hx/y), (#)(x/y) = H d>ix/u)tiu/y). x2u2m In order to guarantee the existence of <p\p it is assumed that every quotient lattice of L is finite. The function <p is said to be factorable if /x Ua\ (x C\ u\ (1.2) d>ix/y)4>iu/v) = 4> ( --<f> ( --) \y\Jv/ \y (i v/ whenever xj2y and u"Ov in L. One of Ward's results asserts that L is distributive if the factorable functions are closed under Dirichlet product. We will prove here the following stronger result. This result is a consequence of a numerical identity which characterizes such lattices. Similar identities will be shown to characterize distributive and modular lattices in which all quotient lattices are finite.
Curved symbols are used for lattice relations. The number of elements in the quotient lattice x/y is denoted by [ x/y| -1 2. Boolean lattices. We will call a lattice Boolean if every quotient lattice is a finite Boolean algebra. It will be shown that such lattices are characterized by the identity (ii) Whenever x~7)y and u77>y in L, (2.1) holds. (iii) Whenever x~7)u~Dy in L, (2.2) holds.
Proof. If (i) holds, we may define a dimension function "d" in any quotient lattice. In particular in xKJu/yi\v
By specializing (2.1) to x~7>u = v72y we deduce (2.2).
The proof that (iii) implies (i) will be divided into several parts. contradicting pEi»/v-(d) u/v is a Boolean algebra. Proof. It suffices to show that each element is the unique join of points (elements covering v). By the induction hypothesis w/v has N-l points. Thus u/v has N points by (c). The number of subsets of a set of N elements is 2N. Since \u/v\ =2N and every element of u/v is a join of points, the result follows.
3. An application to Dirichlet product. This section establishes the result stated in the introduction. Assume that L is a Boolean lattice and let <p and \p be factorable functions, then we must show that 6 = <p\j/ is factorable. By (1.1) and (1.2) O(x/y)0(v/v) D. u = v is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition that L is Boolean by assuming x2«2y and applying Theorem 2.1.
